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The CVRD is presently working with an engineering firm to complete 
the design for the stair portion of the Kirk Road Cross Island Trail 
segment.  Direct neighbors were consulted and support this trail.  
The proposed pedestrian trail would begin on the northeast side of 
the ferry terminal and would follow the general alignment of an 
existing community trail through the Kirk Road beach access to 
Nelson Crescent. The trail would then follow Kirk Road to the village 
centre. The CVRD expects a completed stair design in fall 2019 
after which the CVRD will apply to the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure for a License of Occupation over this trail corridor.  
We are hopeful for a 2020 completion of this trail section.  

Inset from Kirk Road section

In fall 2019 the CVRD will begin 
surveying the upland side of 
East Road between Owl Crescent 
and the Gravelly Bay Ferry 
Terminal.  The survey will 
determine the extent of the East 
Road allowance and help us 
determine the alignment of this 
section of trail.

Based on the survey results from the 2018 Cross Island
Trail open house, Denman Island residents were in favour
of the CVRD pursuing a trail alignment along East Road
between Corrigal Road and Owl Crescent. However this
route option proved to be unfeasible due to the lack of
public road dedication along East Road and the inability to
secure rights-of-way over private lands.

These sections of the 
Cross-Island Trail have 
recently had upgrades to 
surfacing or will have  
resurfacing upgrades in fall 
of 2019.

Example of proposed stair design



Recently Completed Projects

Denman Island Public Consultation 2019

The CVRD is working hard to provide the Denman Island community with parks and greenways. The following projects have 
recently been undertaken and completed by the CVRD in conjunction with the DIRA Parks and Trails Committees. 

Morning Beach Park:
In October 2018 re-alignment of the bottom portion of 
the Morning Beach Stairs had to be undertaken to 
address slope erosion occurring along the Komas
Bluffs. The bottom staircase was moved approx. 30 
meters along the toe of the slope and attached to the 
main staircase. A set of stairs were installed, created 
by linking wire gabion baskets filled with cobbles 
together, to make up the difference in height and 
protect the stairs from the powerful winter storm 
surges.

Denman North Connector:
A statutory-right-of-way (SRW) over private land was granted 
in 2018 to enable public access to the eastern side of 
Denman Island Provincial Park. This SRW along with an 
almost completed section of trail built in concert between 
the DIRA Parks and Trails Committees and BC Parks off of 
Park Road will provide eastern access to Denman Island 
Provincial Park.

Piercy Road Beach Access:
In summer of 2019 the CVRD was granted a License 
of Occupation from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure over the Piercy Road Beach Access. 
Steps can now be taken to budget for and implement 
amenities within the new Piercy Park.

Morning Beach Park – New wire gabion stairs to access foreshore

Trail follows road adjacent to old gravel pit SRW secures public access to east side of 
provincial park View of beach access from Piercy Road towards Vancouver Island

Beach in front of Piercy Road beach access
Denman North Connector trail alignment
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